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MBGC President’s Report
This is a bumper, record size
edition due to all the great
contributions from members
this month. Thanks to all
those keen contributors for
showing such enthusiasm
towards your club newsletter.
The new Committee for 2013 had its first
meeting on 10 February and dealt with a large
number of business items which are
summarised below. You can already see the
Committee is going to have a busy year.
Contact me on andrewe@g-mwater.com.au if
you require clarification of any of these issues.



















Parachutes for ASK21 2 seater glider
VH-GVA.
Winch replacement update.
Instruments and radio sponsorship for
new ASK21.
Radiotelephone Operator’s Authorisation.
Business Case to adopt a fee structure to
cater for non contributing members.
Rod Harris car donation.
Purchase of club single seater.
Finance report.
ASK21 VH-GVA loan.
ASF tax deductibility junior scholarship
scheme.
Junior pilots’ liaison.
Proposed amendment to Hangar Tenancy
Allocation Policy for long term tenants.
Working with children policy.
Timing of revision of annual fees.
Proposed fee for visiting pilots on gliding
camps.
Revised Associate member fee for 2013.
Ben Talbot’s outlanding incident debrief.
Revised lease agreement for Astir
VH-IKS.
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MOU for use of Twin Astir VH-GRF
including apportionment of revenue
earned.
Damage repair policy.

Safe flying.
Andrew Evans - President / Alpine Flyer Editor

CFI Report
Safer gliding is about not
repeating accidents that
have occurred many times
before, in some cases
hundreds of times. That
requires knowledge, skill,
good airmanship and an
ability to evaluate risk.
Last Sunday I witnessed our new ASK21
VH-GVA have a cable break at approx 300
feet AGL. Perhaps, fortunately there was an
experienced instructor on board, with a student
on his second flight and the instructor did a
good job of recovering the glider. The “Land
Ahead Option” was probably not achievable
and after swiftly lowering the nose and
achieving identified minimum 1.5 stall speed
he positioned the glider for a 40 degree
balanced turn back on to the runway.
How would you perform in this situation? We
should all feel confident to handle cable
breaks, but when it happens at the crucial
point of being able to safely land ahead or not,
we need to be right on the money! Lowering
the nose and waiting for “Safe Speed near the
Ground” is one thing, but then if you decide to
complete a modified circuit you must maintain
a balanced turn.
When returning from a soaring flight and still
high you can practice simulated cable breaks
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by raising the nose (to an approx winch climb
angle) from approx 70 kts and then lowering it
back down to circuit attitude before it stalls.
See how long it takes for the speed to indicate
55 kts. Then practice a steep turn maintaining
speed and bank. I suggest you all have
another read of the GFA Winch Manual at
http://2009.gfa.org.au/Docs/ops/Winchmanual.
pdf to re familiarize yourselves as you might
surprise yourselves and learn something new!

Many accidents result from a decision to turn
immediately after a cable-break, with the
intention of joining some kind of circuit. The
glider, short of speed because of its own
inertia, does not have enough energy to
attempt such a manoeuvre unless the correct
recovery action has been taken and enough
time has elapsed for it to take effect. The pilot,
who may be under a fair bit of stress at this
time, turns the glider as a kind of reflex action
before the required amount of time has
elapsed. It is worth examining how this reflex
action became embedded in the pilot’s mind,
to come to the surface at the worst possible
moment.
CFI Quote of the month
"We have a philosophical, moral and ethical
right to a very considerable degree of freedom,
from the modern trend to extend the powers to
the State.

ASW19-EAT on winch launch
Photo: Greg Sujecki

Expecting a failure
This is a key point. A skilled pilot always
EXPECTS a failure on each take-off.
Nowadays this extends to incorporating the
expectation of a launch failure into the pre-take
off check, the “O” in CHAOTIC standing for
“Options” as well as “Outside”.
Expectation of a failure on each launch creates
a mental preparedness to deal with it, the
primary action and the various options having
been considered before take-off. If the failure
occurs, there is no mental barrier to overcome.
If it doesn’t occur, the pilot can feel pleased
with a successful launch.
Only if a pilot is expecting a launch failure can
the reaction time be reduced to manageable
proportions. This is known as defensive flying
and it is the answer to safety management in
winch-launching.

"We have an absolute duty to fight for the
freedom to be adventurous individuals in an
age of dull conformity if we so wish.
"We can plough our own furrow and if we
make it straight enough, the lack of any need
for interference will be so obvious that people
who might feel a duty to control such a thing
will not bother with it".
J.M. Iggulden, 1960
Mark Bland – CFI

A glimpse of World Gliding
Championships Argentina
MBGC member Craig Collings recently
competed in the World Gliding Championships
Argentina with MBGC social member Tobi
Geiger.

Expecting a failure is a key point. Always be
prepared for a launch failure. No-one is
immune from the time delay inherent in
detecting a failure and reacting to it.
Land ahead or circuit?
This is one of the most crucial decisions a pilot
will ever be called upon to make. However, the
fact that it is crucial does not mean that it must
be difficult. It is purely a function of training.
Refer to Section 4.3 in the GFA Winch Manual,
philosophical and training considerations.
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Team Club Class - Tobi Geiger and Craig Collings
Photo: Mike Codling
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Craig has been a glider pilot for only 4 years
and has been flying and competing in
paragliders since 1993. He has attended four
paragliding world championships, three times
representing New Zealand and once for
Australia.
With 9 paragliding National
Championship titles, Craig added gliding to the
list, winning the Club Class Nationals in
Benalla in 2012.

Craig Collings receiving a lesson in aerodynamics
from Andrew Wright
Photo: Mike Codling

Here is the World Gliding Championships story
as told by Craig.
You start preparing for the Worlds a long way
out, perhaps a year and a half or more in some
cases. With the logistical problems and high
costs, none of our team elected to go to the
pre-Worlds in Argentina, but instead submitted
a proposal to train here in Australia. For Tobi
and I this included spending as many
weekends as possible training together pair
flying, to be both current in our flying skills and
working as a team, and to also better
understand the sort of sportsmen and
competitors we were, and how we would
behave under pressure.

Roll forward to the middle of January 2013; the
rd
last week of the WGC, Tobi is placed 3 and I
th
am sitting in 14 , Allan Barnes in World Class
th
is in 4 position. Day after day is cancelled due
to poor weather and then finally with two days
remaining conditions improve and we are to fly
again. Tobi and Allan are in real contention
for a podium position, so all of our efforts go to
supporting the goal of getting one or both into
a top three placing.

Bring your own shade - Craig Collings in LS4
Photo: Mike Codling

We follow our usual routine: 9am prepare and
grid the glider, 10am captains meeting, 11am
pilot briefing, 11:30am meet with our team
captain, Mike Codling to discuss relevant
information, weather and task similarities with
World and Standard class.
Tobi has a strong bias towards flying alone as
a pair, avoiding the gaggles. A strategy we had
used throughout the competition with
moderate success. We decide to continue,
adopting a true pair flying approach to get Tobi
and myself the best result possible. It takes a
very calm nerve to leave early and start a task
first, in blue difficult conditions, with no
markers ahead and for this I relied on Tobi’s
confidence in his decision-making and in our
pair flying ability.
After launch and once established, I would find
Tobi on my Flarm’s “butterfly” display amongst
the mass of the other gliders and intercept
him. We would stay together prior to the start
and then start together, usually early, as the
day would tend to soften early and the last leg
was always into wind.

Outside our Argentinean accommodation (a little
Photoshop applied)
Photo: Craig Collings
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On the final day, pre-start, Tobi was being
nd
covered by 2 place pilot Santiago Berca
(Argentina) in his Standard Jantar (SI);
arguably a good tactic. Tobi put him to the test
prior to the start, moving away from the start
line, never going high, darting this way and
that, but he stayed right with Tobi and it was
clear he was there for the journey. As we took
st
our final climb pre-start, we noticed 1 placed
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Roman Mracek (Czech Republic) in his
Standard Cirrus (IF) was in the thermal above
us. With IF’s 125 point advantage and both
nd
rd
2 and 3 place pilots in the gaggle below, it
was tactically a good idea to cover. Tobi and I
started, first in our class, followed right on our
heels by SI, but Roman stayed and waited for
the gaggle; a decision that eventually moved
st
rd
him from 1 into 3 overall.
The last task, a 3-hour AAT task, was one of
the few with good conditions, light to moderate
winds and good cumulus in parts for the task
area. Tobi and I worked well together finding
and centering good climbs, with SI always
there, just taking one more turn and following
behind us. It continued like this for the first two
hours, never able to out run Berca in his
Standard Jantar and 3% handicap advantage.
Finally, in the third hour we connected with a
good cloud-street in the last circle. We were
getting close to the time we could turn and run
for home when we noticed that SI had moved
in front of us along the street. Tobi decided it
was the only opportunity to lose him, so we
turned behind SI, slipping away without him
seeing us and headed for home.

Argentina outlanding No 2
Photo: Craig Collings (selfie)

Although I have mainly talked about Tobi and
myself in the words above, credit for the
outcome achieved must go to our whole team.
In a small team like this, crew and team leader
need to fulfil more than one role doing what is
needed. Our competition, as does all sport,
had its highs and lows, ups and downs, but
regardless everyone continued performing
their roles with dedication and professionalism.
We functioned like a well-oiled machine and I
was proud to be part of the small group of
seven representing Australia. As testament to
this, I think we all returned to Australia better
friends than when we left. I am indebted to
Graham Hennessey, my crew; Andrew Wright,
Tobi’s crew, Dave Holbrook, Allan’s crew, our
leader and captain Mike Codling, and of
course, fellow pilots Allan and Tobi.

The plains of Chavez from Craig Collings LS4
Photo: Craig Collings

Conditions were getting bluer on the headwind
run home and we needed to make a few
deviations to small clouds, but everything
pretty much went as planned. Job done, we
were happy with our effort and all we could do
now was wait for the scores to come out. As
it turned out Santiago Berca (SI) used the
cloud street a little longer and came home to
win the day and very deservedly took the
overall lead to become gliding’s Club Class
World Champion. With our performance Tobi
nd
th
moved into 2 and myself into 9 . Argentina’s
Sebastian Riera won in World Class and
Sebastian Kawa (Poland) held on to his title in
Standard Class.
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Team Australia at the tree planting ceremony.
L to R Mike Codling, Craig Collings, Dave Holbrook,
Graham Hennessy, Tobi Geiger, Andrew Wright
Photo: Mike Codling

If you get the opportunity to represent your
country in a sporting endeavour I would
encourage you to take it. I did have some
hesitations regarding safety and cost, but now
with the advantage of hindsight I found it to be
one of life’s great experiences both through
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the adventure of competition and in the
discovery of a culture.
Craig Collings

last year. Kenton introduced me to the club
and after a flight with him and meeting some of
the members decided that they really
encourage young members.
How old are you?

Bernie flies with Kiwis

I am 16.
Where do you go to school and what year are
you in?
I go to Benalla P-12 College and I am in Year
10.
What would you like to do in your career does aviation play a part in this in any way?
I have been thinking about getting a School
Based
Apprenticeship
in
aeronautical
mechanics.
What are your hobbies - apart from gliding of
course?

MBGC member Bernie Hochwimmer is
enjoying flying out of Omarama NZ and sent
us this stunning photo taken in the Mt Cook
area to make us jealous. Bernie has promised
us a story and more photos of his NZ
adventure in the next edition.

Welcome to new Junior members
MBGC continues to be a club of choice for
junior pilots and welcomes new junior
members James Rowe of Benalla, Jack Percy
of Albury and Brody Sawrey of Flying Fox in
Queensland, who take our total number of
juniors aged 17 and under to 8 - not bad for a
small club!
Here is an interview with James Rowe so you
can get to know him and make him feel
welcome when you see him on the airfield:

I enjoy living on a farm and snow ski in the
winter.
If you could invite any 4 people to dinner who
would they be and why?
To start with Jamie Oliver because let’s face it
you need good food, then Billy Connolly
because he is such a funny man and finally 2
people at random in the world. because I am
sure they would be as interesting as anyone
else.

Winch cable knots
Winch cable knots may deteriorate in one of
two ways, abrasion or fatigue, or a
combination of both. Abrasion is detectable by
obvious “flats” where the knots run along the
ground. Fatigue is a little more awkward, the
most obvious sign being a narrowing or
“waisting” of the wire at the stress-points of the
knot.
According to Australian Wire Industries P/L,
the figure-8 knot in solid wire is a little less
prone to fatigue failure than the reef knot.

Kenton Ford and James Rowe with ASK21 VH-GVA
Photo: Ian Cohn

What attracted you to joining Mt Beauty
Gliding Club?
I met MBGC junior member Kenton Ford at
Gnurad Gundidj Leadership school campus
Alpine Flyer

Reef knots are made by passing the ends of
the wire through each other in a “left over right
- right over left” sequence, then tightening as
much as possible. The ends are then wrapped
around the wire up to about six times. Trim the
ends as close as possible to the wire.
Figure 8 knots require no wrapping after they
are made, but it will be necessary to trim any
protruding ends after the first launch on the
new knot has taken place, otherwise the ends
may catch on the rest of the cable on the
drum.
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See:
http://2009.gfa.org.au/Docs/ops/Winchmanual.
pdf
Here is how to tie the figure 8 knot:









Wingspan: 18.06 m
Height: 3.89 m
2
Wing area: 37.25 m
Aspect ratio: 8.8:1
Empty weight: 2951 kg
Gross weight: 7257 kg
Power plant: Pratt & Whitney PT6A67F turboprop, 1350 hp (1007 kW)

Performance:
 Cruise speed: 356 km/h (196 kt)
 Range: 1289 km
 Service ceiling: 25,000 ft
 Rate of climb: 850 ft/min (4.3 m/s)

Mark Bland - CFI

Fire fighting Air Tractors operating
out of Mt Beauty
Given the recent fire fighting activity on the Mt
Beauty airfield, members might find this
interesting.

Fire bombers at Mt Beauty
Photo: Mark Bland

See:
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Air_Tractor_AT-802
Mark Bland - CFI

Duty Roster

Air Tractor AT-802

The Air Tractor AT-802 is an agricultural
aircraft that may also be adapted into firefighting or armed versions. It first flew in the
United States in October 1990 and is
manufactured by Air Tractor Inc.
Specifications:
 Crew: Two
 Capacity: 3104 litres of chemicals
 Length: 10.95 m
Alpine Flyer

Peter Demeo has kindly taken over the role of
Duty Roster Manager from Ian Cohn. Please
give Peter your support and cooperation to
maintain a roster that will equitably spread the
load on members and ensure effective,
properly staffed flying operations. Peter has
produced a Duty Pilot and Instructor roster for
weekends and Public Holidays from February
to 30 June.
If you can’t make it on your rostered day,
please arrange a replacement by direct
approach to other suitably qualified members
and let Peter and the other rostered members
on that day know of any changes. Peter’s
email address is p.demeo@telstra.com.
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Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation briefing and test

Andy Smith’s big 786 km flight out
of Mt Beauty

CASA regulation CAO95.4, under which
gliding operates, was amended in April 2011
and it is now a requirement that in order to use
a VHF radio, a person must have
authorisation, which in the case of glider pilots
means a GFA Radiotelephone Operator’s
Authorisation, in the form of a log-book
endorsement by means of a sticker.

After trying to fly 750 km from Mt Beauty a
couple of years ago and getting stuck at
Whorouly as the sun went down, I decided a
different approach was needed. For an OLC
750 km you can do a maximum of 6 legs and
the turnpoints don’t have to be declared. My
plan was to launch early, fly off in a north
westerly direction for about 300 km and then
return to the mountains and do another 150
km around the Kiewa Valley.

If you do not have the endorsement:
1. You cannot fly from any registered
aerodrome or within the CTAF of registered
aerodromes where usage of radio is
mandatory.
2. You cannot legally use the radio if you fly
from a non-registered aerodrome (eg. Mt
Beauty).
3. You cannot progress from dual training to
solo.
If you do not possess this authorisation,
contact Andrew Evans to undertake either an
oral or written test which covers material from
the Airways and Radio Procedures for Glider
Pilots which is available at:
http://2009.gfa.org..au/Docs/ops/airradio.pdf).
The Procedures must be studied before
undertaking the test which takes about 15 to
20 minutes and can be undertaken on the field
when I am there (usually on Sundays).
A second training course and examination day
will be organised in the near future. Your
Committee has decreed that after this anyone
member not in possession of the authorisation
will not be able to fly at Mt Beauty until they
obtain the authorisation.
Andrew Evans - Level 1 Instructor
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Andy Smith with his Ventus TB
Photo: Ian Cohn

Ian Cohn was able to winch launch me in the
Ventus with 15 m tips and no water at 11:30.
There were cumulus clouds to 6,500’ above
Tawonga Gap and I was able to get going
around noon. Unfortunately the last cloud was
at Myrtleford and as I set off towards
Wangaratta the air was completely still. I tuned
the radio to 122.70 to see if anyone else was
flying but it was silent. At 3000’ above Brown
Bros there was a little turbulence and I circled
in it rather than go further and risk landing.
After about 15 mins I heard Charles Day (who
always seems to launch first at Benalla)
announce that he was climbing so I set off for
the Warbies where I found a thermal to 4500’
AMSL. Thinking that convection had started I
flew all the way up the Warbies finding nothing
but sink. At the north end was a glider setting
off early from Benalla that immediately landed
out beneath me. I doubled back to the hills and
eventually found some lift and waited for
conditions to improve again. Clouds started to
form north of the river between Yarrawonga
and Corowa so I headed that way. As is often
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the case there was strong sink at the edge of
the better air and I struggled away from below
2000’, close to an ignominious end.

better day with water in the glider an OLC
1000 km is possible from Mt Beauty!
Andy Smith

Horsham Week 2013
MBGC member Duncan Robertson recently
competed in Horsham Week with Noel Vagg.
Here is their story as told by Duncan.

Andy Smith, Bryan Hayhow and Craig Collings
practising their levitation technique before flying at
Narromine in the NSW State comp this year. (Editor
- looks like they were training for one of those
Toyota Adverts!)

Conditions slowly improved with more cu
forming, but not to the northwest. I had to head
more north towards Urana to miss the
irrigation to the west where it was blue. The
thermals were often very rough, but suddenly
near Leeton there was 6/8 cu to 9000’ with
smooth lift under every cloud. Sadly it was
time for me to return to Mt Beauty so I couldn’t
take full advantage of a free ride with no
circling for another 200 km. I turned and ran
back into the turbulent air, but made much
better progress as I was now heading
downwind and the cloud base was around
9000’ AMSL.

This year was not quite as good as last year,
with only 5 days flown out of 8. The rest were
lost to high winds and lack of lift. I was again
flying with Noel Vagg in the Beaufort Gliding
Club Janus. All tasks for Club Class were
AAT. Most days were difficult, but we had one
day with 5000 foot cumulus cloud and one day
with 14 knot average climb rate up to cloud
base at 14,000 feet.
We started well with a task distance of 246 km
at a speed of 104 kph for second place. On
day 2 we had a low point which caused us to
be a half hour late on the allotted time and
placed us well down the list. Although we
recovered somewhat over the next few days, it
was not enough to end up in the top 3.
Day 3 was the big day. Since we did not have
oxygen on board, we were limited by the rules
to 10,000 feet. Never the less we covered a
task distance of 480.5 km at a speed of 113
kph for second place. We estimate that if we
could have gone higher our speed would have
been more like 120 to 125 kph.

At Corowa I climbed under the last good
cumulus before crossing a blue gap to
Whorouly (my nemesis). I managed to climb
here and re-connect with the cumulus over the
mountains at Buffalo. After clearing the Albury
airspace I got to 10,000’ AMSL here and flew
back to Mt Beauty. It was about 6pm so I had
time to fly west towards Corryong but I
chickened out just past Mt Benambra as I
could see the cumulus thinning.
When I got back to Mt Beauty I still had
another 100 km to do but was confident I could
fly along the eastern side of the Kiewa Valley
to Tallangatta and back. On a good day the
sun is still heating the western facing slopes in
the evening and it’s an easy ride. I was well
within final glide when I turned at Tallangatta
and spent until 8pm trying to get the distance
up to 800 km without success.
Looking at the logger trace after the flight it
shows that I lost significant distance by doglegging to the north towards Leeton. On a
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Beaufort Gliding Club’s Janus IZI flown by Duncan
Robertson and Noel Vagg, waiting on the start grid
at Horsham

The next 2 days were more difficult but we had
fun and got home in respectable time with
another second placing on Day 5. On the last
available day we gridded, but when Keith Willis
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could not stay up in the Guppy, the task was
abandoned.
Overall it was a good fun and safe comp. The
weather was a more pleasant temperature,
excellent hospitality as usual and it was an
opportunity to catch up with fellow pilots, not
seen for some time. The emphasis was on
safety, with day winners giving a talk on safety
topics rather than the usual flight analysis.
Roll on next year. Maybe it will be our turn for
a win. As Roger Druce once said after winning
Horsham Week, “Every dog has his day, Woof
Woof”. The final results are as follows:
Club: Chris Thorpe and June Murphy
Beaufort GC in Twin Astir
15 Metre: Jaroslaw Mosiejewski
Geelong GC in Pik 20B
18m/Open: Tracy Tabart
Corangamite GC in Ventus CM
Standard: Peter Buskens
Beaufort GC in LS8
Duncan Robertson

Flying the ASK 21 M for Motor
This is a brief synopsis of my impressions on
the topic. With Ian Cohn, we self launched
ASK21mi VH-GVS at Mount Beauty on
25 February into a smoky sky (advantage No 1
- winch or aerotow crew not required). The
ground roll was hardly like my Pawnee, taking
perhaps 300 meters down RWY 32 (slight SE
wind) to get airborne just abeam Mark Bland’s
brand new house/hangar.
At about 200’ we initiated a left turn to perhaps
20 degrees left of runway centreline to improve
land back options and continued climbing at 52
knots IAS. A climb rate above 300 fpm
probably indicates thermals. At perhaps 500’
we turned right and kept the airfield and
another strip as options.
Soon we were thermalling in and out of a core
and climbed to 2,500’ AGL. The motor was
then throttled back and stopped at about
2,800’.
Using the rear view mirror the
propeller was aligned vertical on its stop and
the engine half retracted. H2O temp was 92
degrees and we thermalled. Perhaps 5
minutes later when the temp had reduced 2
degrees from the 92 peak we retracted the
engine. So 9 minutes of engine time @ $5 per
minute we became a glider. To me the
ASK21mi flies like a Janus without flaps, like a
heavy glider, slow to roll, certainly less
manoeuvrable than a 15 meter single glider.
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Alan Wilson in the front seat of ASK21mi-GVS
Photo: Ian Cohn

We climbed to 6,000’ and set to glide about:
firstly perhaps 10 km east beside Mt Bogong,
then 35 km north past Dederang to
Gundowring, and finally 25 km south of Mt
Beauty toward Mt Hotham at 9,000’. So while
the ASK21mi is heavy, good glide
performance is achievable.
The flight is
somewhat of a local milk run and we were
seldom out of glide range to Mt Beauty and
always had good clouds to save us (or the iron
thermal). We had a fix of 2.5 hours gliding.
See:
http://www.onlinecontest.org/olc2.0/gliding/flightinfo.html?dsId=2831686
Flying solo one makes all the decisions.
Flying dual can be quite different. You can
chat one on one about gliding, options, life,
politics and whatever. It is a move toward
cockpit resource management: relax when not
in control, repress the desire to mouth you
could fly better, watch how other skilled pilots
fly, and share the controls. Above 2,000’ AGL
we have probably 10 minutes before anything
critical is near. Relax and talk as we did.
Comments: Ground handling was quite easy
with the CofG balance; two can easily manage
the glider. On the DI we were fastidious about
fuel and removing any oil around the engine.
Engine operation is quite simple: one could
read a checklist, the other pilot doing and
confirming (cockpit resource management?).
Climb performance is not staggering, so
landing options need close consideration. To
my surprise launch costs were toward aerotow
charges. Thermalling and gliding were normal
and great fun. Circuit was normal and easy,
but we looked to be landing short of our
selected touchdown point so I floated in
ground effect until flying abruptly quit, no
gentle mush (but we were perhaps 30 cm off
the ground so no drama).
While engine management and gliding the
ASK21mi is quite easy, the costs of getting
engine management wrong are huge so I
would have concerns in operation solo by only
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“occasional” junior glider pilots. That said,
mid-week operation with minimum crew and
the iron thermal guarantee of always (mostly)
getting home is a solid advantage.
Thanks Mt Beauty and Ian Cohn
Alan Wilson

0416 231 641

Winch Driver Tally

ASK21mi VH-GVS gets a flat

Winch launch tallies for the calendar year from
1 January 2013 are shown below. If you are
not currently qualified to operate the winch,
why not consider obtaining training and help
share the workload?
Mark Bland

33

Kenton Ford

26

Ken Darling

19

Richard Todd

17

Andrew Evans

13

Bernie O’Donnell

13

Phil O’Bryan

12

Graham Levitt

10

Scott Anderson

6

Ron Boxhall

6

Mike Pobjoy

6

Andy Smith

5

Gary Mason

3

Rod Harris

3

Ian Cohn

3

Laura Sullivan

3

Mart Bosman

3

Alan Reynolds

2

Bernie Hochwimmer

1

Steve Bradbury

0

George Vasiliadis

0

Ben Talbot

0

Deniz Aygun

0

Craig Collings

0

Ollie Barthelmes

0

Duncan Robertson

0

Kevin Roden

0

Brendan Judd

0

Al Dickie

0

Terry Knight

0
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Each year the winner of the most prolific winch
driver award is presented with a certificate and
prize of 5 free winch launches at the AGM.
Congratulations to Mark Bland for winning in
2012 with 212 launches, Ben Talbot for
coming second with 207 launches and Bernie
O’Donnell third with 130 launches.

The ASK21mi VH-GVS main wheel required
changing due to deflation when lined up for
takeoff on 7 February. George Vasiliadis,
Terry Knight, Andy Smith and Mark Bland
cooperated to fix it. Thanks to all of them.
Ian Cohn flew a borrowed Cessna 180 to fly to
Benalla to pick up a new tube. Thanks to GCV
for making it available.

ASK21mi-GVS undergoing wheel change
Photo: Ian Cohn

Ian Cohn

Suzanne and Shirley’s $2 Sausage
Sizzles (assisted by Terry)
Enjoy the $2 sausage sizzles at the Mt Beauty
Airfield terminal building every third Saturday
of the month. Snags and drinks just $2 each.
It’s not a fundraiser, just an opportunity to
socialise, brag and tell fibs about how far, fast
and high you flew and how high your winch
launch was, after the day’s flying.

Next Sausage Sizzle Saturday
16 March 2013
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Upcoming Events

Pilatus-GCD for sale

Avalon Air Show 1, 2 & 3 March 2013

Pilatus B4 glider VH-GCD is for sale, including
open trailer, based at Mount Beauty Airfield.

Monday 4 March to Monday 11 March - VSA
alpine coaching course at Mt Beauty
(rescheduled from end of February).
9/10/11 March 2013 (Labour Day Weekend) Geelong Gliding Club visit with Pawnee tug.
Mon 11 Mar - 15 Mar - Old Mates Week GCV
Benalla.
Fri 29 Mar to Sun 7 Apr - Easter Flying.
Tues 23 Jul - 30th anniversary of the “Gimli
glider”. See
www.youtube.com/watch?v=713yrh5RFcA .

On the Internet
See a glider being launched by a helicopter.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aTloaMao
XKI
An amazing kite flying display by octogenarian
Ray Bethel, flying 3 kites simultaneously.
http://www.santabanta.com/video/12563/roma
ncing-the-wind

Pilatus B4 VH-GCD
Photo: Greg Sujecki

3900 hours, 4760 launches, basic instruments,
open trailer.
Can be inspected at Mt Beauty, Vic. $7000.
Contact:
Mike Pobjoy: mikepobjoy@yahoo.com.au or
phone (02) 6059 1417 or
Rod Harris: roddo.harris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815

CLASSIFIEDS
ASK21 VH-GVS for sale

Bulbs Wanted

2 seater self-launching glider, ASK21mi
VH-GVS with enclosed Komet trailer. Total hrs
980, engine hours 103, always hangared,
steerable nose wheel. Current Form 2 and in
excellent condition. Price: $165,000. For
further details contact:

Hi everyone. I hope you have all been keeping
well. I would just like to tell you all that I am
starting a bulb garden at our new hangar at
Mt Beauty airfield, so if you have any bulbs
that need thinning out or you can spare a few,
I would love to have them for our garden.

David Jacobson
davidmjacobson@bigpond.com or phone
(03) 5756 2747 or 0419 346 336 or
Rod Harris roddoharris@gmail.com or phone
(03) 5750 1153 or 0438 443 815.

Many thanks
ASK21 Mi-GVS
Photo: Detlev Rueff
Alpine Flyer

Suzanne Bland
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MT BEAUTY

Mt Beauty Gliding Club is sponsored by
the Mt Beauty Community Bank
Send your editorial or photographic contributions to the
“Alpine Flyer” Editor - Andrew Evans at
andrewe@g-mwater.com.au or Telephone 0418 377 146
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